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Abstract: 
The first decade of the 21st century saw the Internet grow exponentially, and enter 'mainstream' culture, 
which brought the increased attention of the 'general public', the media, and government authorities. This 
meant a growth of awareness for the 'dark side' of the Internet, e.g. its use in the pursuit of criminal, or 
socially unacceptable activities, and a resultant drive by governments to create legal frameworks to tame 
the wilderness of Cyberspace. 
Legislatives, and judiciaries of various countries have acted to curb online excesses, and in the process 
they have begun to shape the future of the Internet as a whole. Authorities in the United States decided to 
ban online gambling and issued warrants for the arrest of non-US citizens, not resident in the USA French 
court forced Yahoo to stop displaying Nazi memorabilia on auction sites accessible in France. UK laws 
require organisations to monitor all electronic communication on computers used on their premises. China 
forced Microsoft, Google, and Yahoo to obey Chinese regulations regarding 'sensitive information', etc. 
The global Internet has increasingly become a fiction, amid national regulations for the Internet, the 
citizens of a particular state may access. 
Most of these developments have been ad-hoc, and largely uncoordinated responses to specific situations 
and problems. However, the overall effect of these steps has been to change the Internet in ways largely 
ignored both by the general public. A White Paper on the Internet, published in June 2010 by the Chinese 
government, offers a perspective on the consequences of these changes in their totality, though, as it 
outlines the official Chinese stance on the future of the Internet and on the role of national governments in 
the governance of online spaces, which appears to gather the different national efforts to regulate the 
Internet into one cohesive system. 
The Chinese government's White Paper argues that the Internet has become a central, and essential part of 
a country's socio-economic system, and that therefore the governments of individual countries should be 
empowered to both safeguard, and control it, in the interest of their national well-being. Once each 
country's Internet has come under the purview of its government, the global networking of the separate 
national Internets should be regulated through the application of existing and continuously evolving 
treaties between nation states, similar to all other national concerns. Instead of a global, unregulated 
Cyberspace, a regulated, and diverse Internet of Nations would result, in which different countries could 
promote their own cultures according to their own legal needs and wishes, under the aegis of the United 
Nations, and not the U.S. controlled ICANN. 
This presentation will argue that despite U.S. protests against the White Paper, it represents the logical 
endpoint of previous efforts by governments of different countries, including European and American 
ones, to regulate and control the Internet. The seductiveness of the Chinese proposals to the governments 
of nation states, both in the developed, and in the developing world, as well as the increasing status of 
China on the world stage suggest that the idea of an Internet of Nations should be taken seriously, and 
should be addressed and scrutinized by Internet scholars and the general public. 
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Over the course of the past two decades the Internet in its many, and ever-changing 

incarnations has become almost as commonplace and ubiquitous as telephones. People visit sites 

and pages on the world-wide-web, chat on their computers with friends, family, and colleagues, 

employ 'apps' that obtain information online, store data on webservers, etc. The massively 

increased use of such networking technologies has resulted in the development of ever easier 

networking 'tools', as well as a growth of 'objectionable' uses of the Internet. 

The Internet has become easier to use, as users do not have to worry about any of the 

networking framework or the underlying technologies to access it. Pointing and clicking, coupled 

with a few, very basic skills, e.g. typing, choosing the right software, etc. allow almost anybody 

to start a video chat with another person in another country, and to transmit files to them. The 

end-user doesn't have to worry about the TCP/IP protocols, location of ISP servers, the routing of 

messages, choices of backbone server connections, datastream conversions, network packages, 

etc. – it is all handled for them, including the 'crossing' of national boundaries and jurisdictions. 

The easy crossing or avoiding of national boundaries using networking technologies has 

led to a rise in complaints about some of the data available online. From the clear-cut case of 

'child pornography' to cultural and legal differences in attitudes towards gambling, religious 

jokes, language choices, etc. the use of the Internet has raised important questions about the 

sovereignty of nation states and the limits of the jurisdiction of national governments. A simple 

(simplistic?) example can serve to illustrate the issues at stake here: 

User X from China and user Z from Germany meet in the 3D online world 'Second Life'. 

After some initial chit-chat, X complains about Z's choice in avatar and asks 'Why would anyone 

want to look like a nigger?' 

In China, such a question would pass without comment. In Germany, racism is illegal, 

and Z would probably feel offended, while in the USA, where the servers for Second Life are 

located, the choice of the word 'nigger' would cause additional problems. How to judge this 
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situation, then? Whose values to apply? Does it matter that English is neither X nor Z's mother 

tongue? Are the two people 'meeting' online, and if so 'where'? Is this an example of 

'communication' between a Chinese person and a German person using available technologies? 

Should 'the Internet' be treated as similar to the telephone, i.e. a communication technology, or as 

something different? 

Manuel Castells (2010 [1996]) and others have argued that the Internet represents the 

emergence of a new kind of society or a fundamental change of existing societies, emphasising 

its 'networking' effects, and its value as part of 'Information and Communication Technologies' 

(e.g. Dutton & Jeffreys, 2010), thus placing the emphasis on the offline users who are connected 

to each other through technology, and the changes this technology is causing offline. While this 

approach to the Internet has proved to be very fruitful, and provided the basis for many valuable 

studies of societal developments over the past twenty years, this paper wants to suggest that such 

approaches are failing to take into account developments in the non-academic world, in which 

state actors are shaping a future for the Internet that follows a very different logic, and that could 

radically transform the Internet from being a global Information Network into a collection of 

inter-connected national Intranets. 

The paper will first employ a number of examples from the past decade to illustrate the 

creeping nationalisation of the Internet, i.e. the splintering of the global Internet into different, 

locally-accessible versions of the Internet. This will be followed by an analysis of a White Paper 

on the Internet published by the government of the People's Republic of China in June 2010, 

which is to date the clearest expression by a state actor on their desired future development of the 

Internet as a regulated network of state-controlled, national Intranets. The Chinese state's 

suggestions will then be placed into a more general framework through a comparison with the 

emergence of the concept of the 'nation-state', and an overview over some of the statements 

made about the Internet by state actors in 2011. This paper wants to propose that it might be 

advisable for academic discussions of the Internet to adopt 'spatial' metaphors for the Internet, if 

they want to influence political debates about the future of the Internet, if they wish to influence 

the transformation of the global Internet into an inter-nation-al Internet. 
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The creeping nationalisation of the Internet 

In 2000, a French judge ordered Yahoo, the US Internet giant, to make it impossible for 

French Internet users to bid for Nazi memorabilia from World War II on their auction site, as 

such memorabilia are illegal in France (Enos, 2000). Yahoo decided to fight this decision in the 

interest of keeping the Internet free from government interference, and a year later a judge in the 

USA 'overturned' the ruling of the French courts. The US judge argued that Yahoo did not have 

to follow the ruling of the French courts, as Yahoo as a US firm had a constitutionally 

guaranteed right to 'freedom of expression' (Lawson, 2001) which they were exercising when 

posting materials online. The French state appealed this ruling, though, and three years later the 

French verdict was upheld on appeal. The 9th US Circuit Court of Appeals argued that a US court 

could not interfere with or set aside the rulings of a foreign court that the USA recognised 

(Pinsent Masons, 2004). As a result, Yahoo would have to censor those parts of their website 

accessible from inside France, i.e. localise their auction site. For the Internet in general, this was 

an important decision, as it meant that the French interpretation of the Internet as being data or 

media services accessible to end-users living in a specific jurisdiction was affirmed as 'valid' for 

all Internet pages accessible by end-users living in France, thus creating a 'local' version of the 

'global' Internet. 

In a case also involving the posting of information by users of a globally accessible 

website, three Google executives were convicted in Italy in 2010, after a user posted a video to 

YouTube that showed several Italian school children bullying a mentally disabled child (Ryan, 

2010). The Google executives were condemned for not taking down the video 'fast enough', thus 

in effect requiring YouTube and its parent company Google to vet all videos accessible to Italian 

end-users before posting them online. Probably as a result of this judgment, Google was quick to 

shut down the blog of a critical Italian blogger after receiving a court order to do so, although the 

order came from the prosecutor who was being criticised on the blog, and apparently aimed at 

silencing this critical voice (Cartier, 2011). American notions of 'freedom of speech', or of 

'online freedom' became subject to Italy's laws, and 'the Internet' had to be localised for Italian 

end-users. 

In a far more forceful demonstration of the state's power to enforce local regulations 

online, US law enforcement officials arrested numerous people in 2006 (McCarthy, 2006) and in 

2008 (Kearney, 2008) for running websites offering sports betting to citizens of the USA. 
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Neither the owners of the websites, nor the servers running the sites were located in the USA, but 

the American authorities argued that the sites were illegal in the USA, accessed by US citizens, 

and therefore the owners of the sites were liable under US law. British nationals were extradited 

to the US on the charge that they should have collected US taxes from all US bettors, even if the 

sites were 'off-shore' (Kennedy & Doran, 2006), and the European Union was pressured into 

agreeing with the prosecution of Europeans and European betting sites, despite previous 

agreements to the contrary (Kearney, 2008). Again, a state actor had decided that the location 

and nationality of the end-users of the Internet was the place of jurisdiction, and other 

governments had concurred, thus forcing another part of the Internet to introduce end-user 

location-scanning, and the offering of localised versions of the Internet to its users. 

The effect these and other, similar cases have had on the Internet as a whole is 

measurable in the degree to which the Internet has become localised during the past decade. 

Google's offerings, from Search results to Google News to GMail or even Google Scholar, have 

all received location-aware makeovers that offer end-users different results and a different 

interface based on their IP address. Other 'global' Internet companies, e.g. Amazon, Ebay, 

Facebook, Yahoo, etc. have followed suit and localised their Internet offerings, while making it 

difficult to access services from other localities. While this has led to easier access to Internet 

services by users not proficient in other languages, the 'splintering' of the Internet has reinforced 

notions of nation states control and responsibility over and for the Internet accessible to their 

citizens. 

The 2010 Chinese Whitepaper on the Internet 

In China the government has been more active in its engagement with the Internet than in 

most other countries. From the start, the Chinese Internet was set up very differently to the 

Internet elsewhere. During the 1990s, the central government of China set up four state-owned 

entities to provide Internet access in China, and even after the provision of private Internet access 

in 1997, this arrangement persisted. The Chinese state kept ownership and control over the 

access routes to the Internet, and only allows private enterprises and individuals to rent 

bandwidth from state-owned enterprises. 

The Chinese state or state-controlled entities own the physical backbone of the Internet in 

China, which is very different from other countries, where private Internet Service Providers 
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compete against each other under the jurisdiction of the state. This means, the Chinese 

government did not have to gain control over the Internet, or react to developments online, but 

has to explicitly or implicitly allow everything that happens in Chinese cyberspace. The Internet 

in China, run on state-owned hardware servers, state-owned fibre-optics, via state-owned 

switches is 'government allowed'. 

"China has injected enormous sums of money into Internet infrastructure construction. 
From 1997 to 2009 a total of 4.3 trillion yuan was invested in this regard, building a 
nationwide optical communication network with a total length of 8.267 million km." 

 (Information Office of the State Council of the PRC, 2010) 

This control of the Chinese government over the Internet in China has led to a quasi-

separation from the rest of the world-wide Internet. The control exercised by the Chinese 

government over the Internet in China has created enough obstacles and hassles for Chinese 

Internet users to make 'international' Internet access slow and undesirable, though not impossible 

(Herold, 2011c). As Sherman So argued, "China is not on the Internet, it's basically an intranet" 

(as quoted in Fong, 2009; see also So & Westland, 2010). The lack of speed, occasional time-

outs, and blocked sites make any access to non-Chinese websites from within China unattractive 

enough for Chinese Internet users not to bother trying (Roberts, 2011). As a result, Chinese 

cyberspace remains largely separated from the rest of the world, and has developed many unique 

features, including a much greater engagement of government officials with Internet users on 

forums, blogs, micro-blogs, etc. (see e.g. Bandurski, 2011; Chu & Cheng, 2011; Farrall & 

Herold, 2011; Herold, 2008, 2010, 2011b; Meng, 2011). 

In June 2010, the State Council of the People's Republic of China published a White 

Paper on the Internet in China, outlining their vision for the future of not only the Chinese, but 

the global Internet. It defines the role of nation states and governments in relation to the Internet, 

and frames the debate not primarily in terms of 'information' or 'communication', but rather as a 

necessary outgrowth of the economic importance of the Internet, particularly in developing 

countries. 

"The Chinese government fully understands the Internet's irreplaceable role in 
accelerating the development of the national economy, pushing forward scientific and 
technological advancement, and expediting the informational transformation of social 
services, and places emphasis on and actively supports Internet development and 
application." 
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 (Information Office of the State Council of the PRC, 2010) 

Within this frame of reference, the supervision of the Internet by national governments is 

logical and unavoidable. Any facet of "the national economy" that plays an "irreplaceable role" 

has to be safeguarded against both external, as well as internal threats, and policed by the 

authorities to guard it against interference. 

"To build, utilize and administer the Internet well is an issue that concerns national 
economic prosperity and development, state security and social harmony, state 
sovereignty and dignity, and the basic interests of the people. The government has a basic 
policy regarding the Internet: active use, scientific development, law-based 
administration and ensured security. The Chinese government has from the outset abided 
by law-based administration of the Internet, and endeavoured to create a healthy and 
harmonious Internet environment, and build an Internet that is more reliable, useful and 
conducive to economic and social development." 

 (Ibid.) 

The Internet regulations of the Chinese state are not meant as a straight-jacket to control 

the development of the Internet, or to prevent criticism of the government as such – although 

there is a high level of censorship on the Chinese Internet (Herold, 2011a; Mu, 2011; Xinhua 

News Agency, 2011). Regulations have frequently been adjusted, and will continue to be 

adjusted to meet new developments, and to allow for emerging needs. The Chinese government 

is particularly interested in not doing this in isolation, though, but in collaboration with other 

governments who – according to the Chinese understanding of the Internet – are in a similar 

position of needing to safeguard their citizens' access to the Internet to protect their national 

economies. 

"The Chinese government will constantly adjust relevant policies to better match the 
inherent law and the objective requirements of the development and administration of the 
Internet. While absorbing good experiences of other countries in developing and 
controlling the Internet, China is prepared to work with them for the further progress of 
the Internet." 

 (Information Office of the State Council of the PRC, 2010) 

The importance of the Internet to China's national economy means that "Internet security 

is an important part of China's Internet administration, and an indispensable requirement for 

protecting state security and the public interest" (Ibid.). The Chinese government has therefore 

not only the right, but also the duty to ensure the smooth running of the Internet, as it is "an 
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important infrastructure facility for the nation" (Ibid.). These arguments, based in political-

economy discourses lead to the logical conclusion that 

"within Chinese territory the Internet is under the jurisdiction of Chinese sovereignty. 
The Internet sovereignty of China should be respected and protected. Citizens of the 
People's Republic of China and foreign citizens, legal persons and other organizations 
within Chinese territory have the right and freedom to use the Internet; at the same time, 
they must obey the laws and regulations of China and conscientiously protect Internet 
security." 

 (Ibid. - my emphasis) 

This statement and claim by the central government of China is important, as it serves to 

redefine the Internet. The Internet and related technologies are not merely information and 

communication technologies (ICTs), but more than that. Its economic value to the national 

economy turns 'cyberspace' into legal territory under the jurisdiction of the nation state. Not only 

end-users of the Internet, or the parts of the Internet accessible to them, but all Internet data on 

servers located inside the territory of the People's Republic of China have to obey the laws of the 

PRC. 

The Internet sovereignty the Chinese government claims for itself is a concise summary 

of the state ownership of and the many regulations for the Internet that limit Chinese cyberspace, 

and as such not very surprising. Through the connotations of the term 'sovereignty', though, the 

Chinese claim also proposes a new model for the international Internet that challenges the more 

idealistic constructs of a world-wide network in which users freely communicate and exchange 

information. While non-Chinese conceptualisations tend to focus on the individual users of the 

Internet, on their contributions, their rights, etc. in a global environment, the Chinese framework 

sees the individual user as part of a 'nation', i.e. as embedded in cultural traditions, economic 

structures, political sovereignties, etc. Although individual users might prefer a globalising 

approach to the Internet that allows them to interact freely with Internet users from around the 

world, the 'group of users' living under the jurisdiction of a specific state has needs that 

supersede the naive (?) perspective of the individual. 

"National situations and cultural traditions differ among countries, and so concern about 
Internet security also differs. Concerns about Internet security of different countries 
should be fully respected. […] Though connected, the Internet of various countries 
belongs to different sovereignties." 

 (Ibid.) 
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In Germany and France, Nazi memorabilia are illegal, in the USA gambling is restricted. 

Each nation state has its own legal, and cultural sensitivities that are expressed in national laws 

and regulations. The Chinese White Paper is arguing that these laws and regulations ought to 

apply to all 'areas' under the jurisdiction of the state, not only to the offline ones. Instead of the 

ad-hoc application of laws to problem-cases online, as in the examples provided earlier, the 

Chinese government argues for the pre-emptive legal clarification of the status of the Internet 

worldwide, i.e. for an integration of the Internet into the existing international political 

structures. 

"Though connected, the Internet of various countries belongs to different sovereignties, 
which makes it necessary to strengthen international exchanges and cooperation in this 
field. China maintains that all countries should, on the basis of equality and mutual 
benefit, actively conduct exchanges and cooperation in the Internet industry, jointly 
shoulder the responsibility of maintaining global Internet security, promote the healthy 
and orderly development of the industry, and share the opportunities and achievements 
brought about by this development." 

 (Ibid.) 

The zoning of the Internet into different national sovereignties would result in the 

emergence of national Intranets under the jurisdiction and control of national governments, 

whose inter-connection is governed by "bilateral dialogue and exchange mechanisms" (Ibid.). 

Similar to the movements of people and goods across international borders, the flow of data 

would be regulated as well, and the cooperation between different governments would become 

crucial. 

"In order to draw on the experience of other countries in developing and administering 
the Internet industry, the Chinese government has organized dozens of delegations since 
2000 to pay visits to more than 40 countries in Asia, Europe, North America, South 
America and Africa, and has applied some of their successful experiences to its own 
Internet development and administration. " 

 (Ibid.) 

The current Internet system, grown out of its early beginnings in the USA under the loose 

administration of – from a Chinese perspective – the US-American Internet Corporation for 

Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) is unacceptable within this framework. For the Internet 

to develop fully, and for all countries to share fully in the advantages the Internet provides, the 

Internet can no longer be controlled by the citizens of only one country. Instead, all countries 

should share in the administration of the Internet based on international treaties. 
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"China maintains that all countries have equal rights in participating in the administration 
of the fundamental international resources of the Internet, and a multilateral and 
transparent allocation system should be established on the basis of the current 
management mode, so as to allocate those resources in a rational way and to promote the 
balanced development of the global Internet industry. All countries should conduct multi-
form, multi-channel and multi-level exchanges and cooperation in this regard on the 
basis of equality and mutual benefit." 

 (Ibid. - my emphasis) 

The Chinese vision of the Internet would effectively create a loosely connected system of 

national Intranets, whose gateways are controlled by national governments. An inter-nation-al 

Internet should be governed by national codes of law, existing international agreements, and (to 

be agreed) international Internet agreements. This should then be embedded within existing 

international frameworks for cooperation between nation states, and supervised by the United 

Nations as already established, legitimate, supra-national body for interactions between nation 

states. 

"China holds that the role of the UN should be given full scope in international Internet 
administration. China supports the establishment of an authoritative and just international 
Internet administration organization under the UN system through democratic procedures 
on a worldwide scale." 

 (Ibid.) 

The Chinese Whitepaper, in short, constructs the Internet as an extension of existing 

(offline) national space, under the jurisdiction of the specific government of a nation state. In this 

setting, the Internet is more than just a channel or communication, for the transmission of 

information, but is instead seen as online space – the term 'virtual' being counterproductive. The 

'story' of the Internet of the past 20+ years is then re-cast as a repetition of the settling of the 

Wild West of the USA: 

The Internet used to be a wild, unregulated, border-less place for pioneers and 

individualists. This began to change as Civilisation arrived to protect the weak and facilitate the 

exploitation of economic resources. Robber-barons of the Internet arose (e.g. Google) who are 

still wielding a lot of power (2011), but their era will soon end, as civilisation expands and the 

state gets ready to challenge their powers. The wilderness is settled and made habitable for all 

through infrastructure improvements and the elimination of dangers. 'Settled areas' are created 

(Facebook, Twitter, 'Apps') and 'the law' has arrived to watch over the now settled territories 

ready to join 'the Union' (offline world). 
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Imagining the Internet 

In 1983, Benedict Anderson published a book on the development of the concept of 

'nationalism' and the emergence of 'nation states' that continues to be highly influential (B. R. 

Anderson, 1991). While a full discussion of his theses is beyond the scope of this paper, his 

description of the nation state provides an interesting comparison to the Internet as conceived by 

the Chinese state. Anderson argues that the nation state emerged as a concept in the late 18th 

century out of the shared imaginations of communities of people living in specific, clearly 

delineated areas under the rule of one government, and sharing certain narratives about their past 

(1991, p. 7). The nation state was not, however, the invention of the people themselves, but 

rather "from the start a conscious, self-protective policy, intimately linked to the preservation of 

imperial-dynastic [= national] interests" (B. R. Anderson, 1991, p. 159). 

During the emergence of nation-states, governments supported the creation of narratives 

that supported shared 'national myths' containing exemplars of 'national characteristics', e.g. 

'punctuality', 'hard work', etc. in the Fairy Tales of the Brothers Grimm in Germany. In the 

context of the Internet, similar narratives support the increased involvement of the state in the 

administration of online spaces by e.g. pointing to the "development of the national economy", 

"people's increasing demands for information", and the creation of "e-government while 

enhancing the capability of governance" as the main features of the Chinese Internet, while 

deprecating its entertainment value or its suitability for criticising the government (Information 

Office of the State Council of the PRC, 2010). 

New narratives are used to describe the Internet – even outside China – that suggest the 

involvement of the state as a logical step in the development of the Internet. The Internet is 

increasingly described as a dangerous place, full of "cyberspace sex offenders" (Fairfax Media, 

2011), against whom Internet users should be on the constant look out (Peterson, 2011). 

Terrorists are using the Internet to recruit suicide bombers (Binoual, 2011), while scammers 

employ it to cheat more people than ever before (Conroe Police Department, 2011). Irresponsible 

and criminal Internet users are endangering companies (Marsden, 2011) and public safety 

(Jackson, 2011) through their unsupervised behaviour online, while theft (Forde, 2011) and 

destruction of property (Arthur, 2011) are widespread. 
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The state is needed to protect its citizens online. E-commerce and e-citizens have a right 

to a secure environment – provided and policed by the State. Security agencies and police forces 

increasingly get involved in ensuring the safety of e-citizens and their legitimate online pursuits 

(Kaiser, 2011; Vijayan, 2011). Slowly, but inevitably (?) the global Internet, once cast as the 'last 

free place on earth' where anonymous web surfers could meet and interact irrespective of their 

age, race, gender, religion, sexual orientation, etc. is turning into the online extension of existing 

offline nation states and their legislative strictures. 

The desire of citizens to be protected online, and the demands by companies for the 

enforcement of laws in cyberspace combined with the goal of nation states to control all 

territories under their power have made the splintering of the global Internet into national zones 

of online spaces almost unavoidable. The enforcement of laws online is only possible if the 

nation state can prove that specific 'areas' of the Internet are under its jurisdiction, and is difficult 

to 'regulate'. Users will not be allowed to choose which laws to apply to the Internet, and which 

ones to ignore. Freedom online, as the absence of the state, or the protection of Internet users 

from surveillance by the state is only possible at the cost of permitting the existence of online 

activities potentially distasteful to a majority of Internet users. 

"It is impossible to hold onto national law successfully and not compromise the 
transnational openness of the Internet. […T]he transnational Internet and national laws 
can only be 'reconciled' either by creating a less transnational Internet or more global 
laws or a bit of both. The globalisation of laws allows the Internet to be retained as an 
open medium but occurs at the expense of peculiar national laws and values. On the other 
hand, making the Internet less transnational, through territorial zoning of online activity, 
allows national policies reflecting peculiar cultural, social and political values to be 
preserved but at the expense of the uninhibited freedom of transnational online 
communications." 

 (Kohl, 2007, pp. 253-254) 

In this context, it is no longer "authoritarian governments who are aggressively blocking 

and censoring the Internet" who are the greatest danger to "the most powerful engine for […] the 

free exchange of ideas ever invented" (Cox, 2003, p. 3). Instead, 'the most powerful engine for' 

the change of the status of the Internet are the governments of democratic countries 

endeavouring to protect their citizens and national economies from harm. 
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The Internet in 2011 

The year 2011 has seen dramatic developments towards the emergence of an Internet of 

Nations, although the Chinese government remains the only one to talk openly about its plans. 

Other governments, however, have started to admit that unsupervised Internet freedom is no 

longer an acceptable state. In the USA, Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton, admitted in a speech 

that "Internet freedom had to be balanced against a need for security from cyber-criminals and 

terrorists" (Sheridan, 2011), while in the United Kingdom, prime minister David Cameron 

announced plans to "prevent people from using" "social media […] to organise […] riots" 

(Keane, 2011). 

Australia's government first introduced plans to censor the Internet accessible to 

Australians in 2009 (Moses, 2009), ostensibly targeting child pornography. The plan that was 

partially put into practice in 2011, though, is capable of far more comprehensive censorship, as it 

uses blacklists of IP addresses installed on the servers of ISPs to limit access to specific sites 

(Dooling, 2011) – similar to Chinese censorship of its own Internet. Opponents of the plan have 

argued that the whole process is not transparent enough, and that there is no clear appeals 

procedure in place to guarantee the protection of innocents, but this did not stop the Australian 

state. 

In May 2011, it emerged that the European Union was harbouring similar plans, and that 

a proposal had been tabled in January 2011 to introduce 'border controls' on datalinks entering 

and leaving the European Union. According to the proposal, illicit contents from outside the EU 

were supposed to be blocked at these border controls (Baker, 2011) and ISPs in the EU member 

countries were to have received regularly updated blacklists of websites hosting illegal materials 

(Williams, 2011). While it is doubtful that such a plan could be implemented in the EU with the 

agreement of enough member countries – in particular during the current economic crisis and its 

attendant fights within the EU, the tabling of such a proposal indicates that the EU has shifted to 

a more 'spatial' understanding of the Internet, and is also 'learning' from the Chinese 

government's approach to the Internet. 

In the USA, the year 2011 brought the plan to congress to also employ blacklists to 

censor the access of its citizens to certain websites. The US plan is far more ambitious than the 

Australian one, in that different police and security organisations are to be given the power to 
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add websites to this blacklist that would have to be enforced by all US-based ISPs (N. Anderson, 

2011b). This would have the effect of creating a far more comprehensive and secretive 

censorship system than the Chinese one, which is why many individuals and organisations are 

protesting against its introduction(N. Anderson, 2011a). 

Even more interesting for the topic of this paper is the recent announcement by the 

United States that they would regard a 'cyber attack' against the USA in the same way as any 

other 'act of war' and respond accordingly. Due to its limitations in the pursuit of such a war 

online, the United States would however employ its military forces for retaliation offline 

(Mulrine, 2011). Although the statements made by US politicians and military officers lacked 

clarity and would be impossible to apply in the real world (Carr, 2011), they do convey the 

underlying assumption that the online territory of the USA was to be regarded as equivalent to its 

offline territory. Both of these recent developments in the USA, taken in conjunction, serve as 

additional steps towards a less global, more local Internet. 

As a final example of the Internet in 2011, at a meeting of the G8 in Paris, in May 2011, 

France's president Nicholas Sarkozy lobbied for the regulation of the Internet by national 

governments. In meetings between executives from several of the largest Internet companies and 

heads of state, he argued that online freedom might be good for online business, and should 

therefore be encouraged, but that Internet users and companies profiting from online commerce 

also needed to "hear our limits, our red lines" (Keaten, 2011). He and other policymakers wanted 

to strike a balance between promoting legitimate (commercial) uses of the Internet, while 

preventing abuses of online freedom, identifying this as one of the key challenges to 

governments for the next few years. 

In summary, the year 2011 appears to herald an end to the unrestricted, global Internet – 

even in government discourses. In (conscious or unintentional?) imitation of the Chinese 

government and its 2010 White Paper, governments around the world are beginning to claim 

online spaces as a part of the territory under their jurisdiction and protection. While researchers 

and Internet users appear more concerned about the power of multi-national Internet companies 

such as Google, Apple, and Microsoft (see e.g. MacKinnon, 2008), and hope for a protection of 

the freedom of Internet users from those companies by national governments, the 'take-over' of 

the Internet by nation states appears to be in full progress – and unstoppable. 
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Musings about the future 

The future of the Internet does not appear quite as rosy and promising as just a few years 

ago – at least if you are a semi-proficient Internet user of the 'old school' (Lessig, 2004). The 

easy accessibility of most parts of 'the Internet' and the continuous sensationalist reporting on 

online events, developments, problems, etc. in the 'traditional' media have turned the Internet into 

a part of the everyday life of large segments of the populations of most countries in the world. 

This, in turn, has attracted the attention of governments to the Internet, and to the need to 

regulate this 'public space'. Whether one sees this as the power-grab of nation states or the 

legitimate desire of governments to protect their citizens is irrelevant. The consequences are the 

same, in that the previously unregulated Internet is increasingly becoming regulated. Offline 

differences in laws, regulations, culture, etc. are in the process projected online, thus also turning 

the global Internet into an interconnected network of national Intranets with locally different 

rules. 

It is impossible to predict what might happen to 'cross-border' transfers of data in the 

future, but current efforts by different nation-states to introduce 'border controls' on the 

connections linking their online spaces to the rest of the world do not bode well. The efforts to 

combat illegal activities on the Internet through the scanning of all 'inter-national' data packets 

might hamper the free flow of information online in the same way international air-travel has 

become increasingly difficult, with its full-body scans, restrictions on items that can be taken 

along, etc. The Chinese experience shows that websites inside China load up to 10 times faster 

than websites outside China, resulting in a 95% of all Chinese Internet users not bothering to 

access the non-Chinese Internet (Roberts, 2011). 

While China's treatment of the Internet has long been criticised in the non-Chinese world, 

and used as an example of an authoritarian government's attempt to oppress its people (e.g. 

Chase & Mulvenon, 2002), the developments of the past few years are beginning to erode this 

judgment. China's Internet appears less and less a warning to the 'freedom-loving' people of the 

world. Instead, the Chinese government's approach to the Internet, both in China and globally, 

appears to be turning into a model worth emulating for the governments of other nation states. 

As a result, we might all soon be accessing not the global Internet of the 1990s and 2000s, but 

instead the inter-nation-al Internet of the 2010s – China's contribution to global Internet 

governance. 
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